Downstairs’ Controls:
- P (top) button turns on house and stage lights to full levels.
- On (middle) button turns on house and stage lights but the dimmer can be used to control the levels.
- Dimmers to the left of the silver plate control the sconces and back lights.
- Off (bottom) buttons turn the house and stage lights off.

Upstairs’ Light Board Controls:
1. Switch the light board on via the switch in the upper left corner,
   (Note: When the light board is on the controls downstairs do not work, so when done the board must be turned off.)
2. P, On and Off buttons located on the right hand side can now be used as described in the downstairs’ controls.
3. To use individual light groups set the **On/Blackout** switch to on.
4. Both **Master** sliders (located at the top left of the board) must be Up,
5. **Scene Y** must be up, only Scene Y sliders work.
   (Note: Ignore **Timed Fades, Fader**, and **Scene X**.)

Sliders:
To use each individual light group via the sliders the Preset/Master switches at the top of the board above each slider must be set to On (up position.) Also, only Scene Y (bottom) sliders work.
- Slider 1: Mid-stage (White lights located under arch at the front of stage)
- Slider 2: (DNW = Does not work) (White light under arch)
- Slider 3: White light Mid Stage
- Sliders 4, 5, 6: White, Red and Blue Strip lights under arch
- Slider 7: Upstage (White center lights under arch)
- Slider 8: (DNW) (White center lights under arch)
- Slider 9: White light on Piano
- Slider 10: (DNW) Downstage
- Slider 11: (DNW) Far Up Right
- Slider 12: Top two columnar lights (on right and left, halfway back in house)
- Slider 13: Center 2 columnar lights
- Slider 14: Bottom 2 columnar lights

To Preset lights:
1. Press the **On** button
2. Adjust lights to desire intensity using sliders
3. Press the **P** button to turn all lights on full
4. When desired press the **On** button again to dim to presets